READY TO DIVE DEEP?
LIVE HERE.
WELCOME TO ARGOLIFE

This is a whole other world – a place of nearly 1,500 fellow Argonauts. This is where life starts and the splashing never ends. Step to the edge. Jump in.
CANNON BALLERS WELCOME.

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO MAKE A TSUNAMI-SIZE SPLASH AT UWF, dive right into the middle of the on-campus action. How? Live on campus.

Scale the Climbing Center rock wall. Catch an Argonaut football game. Grab waffles for brunch in the Nautilus Market. Kick off Homecoming with Cannon Fest. Hike the campus nature trails. And become an academic juggernaut (because you're literally steps from classes, labs, faculty, libraries, and in-house study lounges).

You don't get any of that by living on the edge of campus. It's only here at UWF.

LIVE LIFE IN THE SPLASH ZONE.

CAMPUS IS WHERE ARGO LIFE SURGES. 150+ clubs and organizations. 628 Argonaut athletic games a year. 347 classes. 13,000 students. And there are thousands of events and experiences. Some resident favorites? Late Night Breakfast and the Battle of the Hall Stars field day.

SPASH DOWN. Most freshmen make their first splash at Argo or Martin Hall.

BEAT THE PARKING SPOT STRUGGLE. Bikes, longboards, UWF Trolley, ECAT, unicycle – parking is no problem when you live on campus.

PING PONG. POOL TABLES. PIZZA. Grab a slice from Papa John's in Presidents Hall. Then hang out in one of our game rooms or TV lounges.

TAKE A DIP in the pool at Village West Apartments.

LIVE AND LEARN. Join a Living Learning Community to get totally immersed in your major (think road trips, workshops, and one-on-one time with professors).

ARGO LIFE IS ALL INCLUSIVE. And totally affordable. Check out everything you get (and ways to pay for it) at uwf.edu/housing.

“THIS IS THE BEST WAY TO DITCH YOUR COMFORT ZONE.”

— ARGO RESIDENT

THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE UWF. So why live anywhere else?

You’ve got to know what’s next:

Take a tour and save your spot. uwf.edu/reslife

Have questions? Chat with an Argo:

Email: housing@uwf.edu
Call: 850-474-2463

Find UWF on ZeeMee
Follow @uwfhousing